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INTRODUCTION PREFACE

A JOURNEY tHrOUgH tiMe

Galerie Nicolas Flamel is pleased to present TiMe MaChiNe, an exhibition 
featuring the works of fifteen iranian artists that illuminates modern and 
contemporary creativity.

a very symbolic theme inspired by albert einstein’s famous theory of relativity 
who predicted that “time is relative to the observer”.

he showed that time travel will be possible as well as «premonition» and «deja 
vu» during which an observer experiences the future before it becomes the 
present.

as iran has opened to the world through its rich artistic and cultural story,

this exhibition will be like travelling in a «time machine». 

Showing the strenght of our history through brilliant ideas, the artists of TiMe 
MaChiNe recollect the past and imagines the future. 

For instance, Parviz Tanavoli’s heech is often acquainted with some major 
past elements such as the Saqqakhaneh or antique locks and it is capable of 
making a connection with contemporary thought processes. This is a dialogue 
between Past & Present.

For those who enjoy traveling through time, this exhibition highlights painting, 
photography, sculpture and installation in the face of modernity. 

TiMe MaChiNe is a beautiful reflection of traditional iranian cultural heritage 
but it is also a Promise and a responsibility for Tomorrow.

Hessam Khalatbari & Yassi Metghalchi

i grew up in an iranian household surrounded by art and literature.

Our wooden library was home to a spiraling tower of hundreds of carefully-
stacked books, and our dining room walls were peppered with the works of 
contemporary artists aghdashloo, Katouzian and Bijani among them.

Much to my mother’s despair, and despite weekly painting and calligraphy 
lessons, i was a failed artist. as Salvador dali once said, when it comes to 
drawing, “there is no possibility of cheating. it is either good or bad”. and mine 
were bad. i couldn’t draw a straight line, much less put my thoughts on paper. 

Nevertheless, art maintained a strong presence in my life. Later on it even 
presented itself in my work as a journalist.

in 2009 at the height of Tehran’s nuclear stand-off with the west, and the 
subsequent sanctions. i covered a story about iranian artists enjoying a boom 
and interest from major auction houses. The likes of Parviz Tanavoli and iran 
darroudi were hopeful, and for good reason too. 

Today, with the historic nuclear deal and the lifting of sanctions, the country 
has re-opened its doors to the international community. 

Not only are small new galleries cropping up across the capital, but iranian 
artists are also drawing in record sales both at home and abroad. 

One european gallery that has kept the spotlight on iran sanctions or not is 
Paris’ Galerie Nicolas Flamel, and i’m honoured to introduce their upcoming 
exhibition, Time Machine, which will open its doors to the public on June 30th. 

The collection includes works by Leyly Matine-daftary, Bahman Mohassess, 
aydin aghdashloo and Parviz Tanavoli.

if you’re an art aficionado, and you’re passionate about travelling, this could 
be the exhibition for you travelling through time, that is. 

Sanam Shantyaei, Journalist - France 24
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AYDIN
 AGHDASHLOO

aYdiN aGhdaShLOO
SURvivORS ii, 2015

Gouache on board, 58 x78cm

as a world-renowned painter, critic and theorist, aydin aghdashloo has 
been at the forefront of iranian Contemporary art for over fifty years. 
While predominantly self-taught, he considers himself indebted to the 
traditions of the european renaissance as well as islamic art. Though 
history has plagued both cultures with religious and imperial conflicts, 
the desire to understand, critique and highlight the commonalities 
that they share, lies at the heart of aghadashloo’s inspiration. 

The compositions and signature style of Sandro Botticelli provided an 
invaluable foundation for his most notable series, entitled Memories of 
destruction. in its early stages, this particular collection of work forced 
aghdashloo to create and ultimately destroy a european masterpiece. 
in a technical sense, this can be seen as homage to his passion for 
illumination, calligraphy, miniature painting, and the reconstruction and/
or restoration of masterworks. it is also an analysis of the displacement of 
cultural values and the annihilation of beauty and identity in the face of 
conflict. as the series progressed into the late 1970s, Persian miniatures as 
well as images referencing various islamic dignitaries began to outweigh 
Botticelli’s figures, but were nevertheless painted to the same caliber of 
aghadashloo’s earlier work. it is within this context that he was able to 
unite his iranian roots with his appreciation for european traditions.

 Stretching beyond the boundaries of his studio, aghdashloo is an expert 
in iranian Pre-islamic and islamic art and artifacts. he has also been an 
active consultant and adviser for many prominent global auction houses, 
including Christie’s and Sotheby’s in London. after studying at the University 
of Tehran, he has become a lecturer of art and art history all throughout 
iran, most notably in Tehran, Kerman, Mashhad and Shiraz. he has also 
published eight books, the most prominent of which being his collections 
of essays and writings on iranian Culture and art history, summarized in 
Of Joys and Yearnings (Selected essays and dialogues: 1974-1991) and 
Years of Fire and Snow (Selected essays and dialogues: 1991-1999).
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MEhRAk
 DAvOUDI

MehraK daVOUdi
ENTiTLED, 2015

Bronze, 25 x 30 x 15 cm, édition 4/7

around the world, so many are constantly searching and yearning for 
eternal happiness in one’s life. So much has an impact on our general 
happiness; this can be associated to financial constraints, work, marriage 
and family when all we desire is to have this happiness in our lives.

This piece will evoke experiences and meaningfulness of life in all 
aspects through this abstract Persian calligraphic inspired sculpture.
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REZA
 DERAKHSHANI

reZa deraKhShaNi
MiGRATiON ORANGE, 2011

Oil on canvas, 183 x 152,5 cm

Painter, musician and performance artist reza derakshani was born 
in Sangsar, in the northeast of iran. he grew up in a great black tent 
on the top of a mountain, among horses and fields of blue and yellow 
wild flowers. reza moved from the study of constellations of light 
made by moonlight shining through tiny holes in the tent to the study 
of mathematics in high school, and visual arts in Tehran and the U.S. 

The long and circuitous road of derakshani’s artistic and geographic 
migration eventually found him in New York City, where he 
made a home and worked for sixteen years. he later moved 
to italy, eventually returning to Tehran for seven years before 
leaving his troubled homeland once again in 2010. derakshani 
currently lives and works between austin and dubai.

reza derakshani’s first solo show at the age of nineteen was held at 
the renowned Ghandriz art Gallery in Tehran. Following this auspicious 
debut, he participated in many group and solo exhibit. his work has 
been widely exhibited and collected internationally. derakshani’s 
passion for beauty and his nuanced perception of the light and dark of 
the world has found expression in many different forms.  Yet it is within 
contemporary painting that he has experienced true liberation and 
fulfillment as an artist.  The challenging techniques, innovation and 
mental stimulation inherent to contemporary art have led him to create a 
meditative solitude that results in pure freedom of self-expression. reza’s 
work, known for its diversity and originality, has gained recognition for its 
fearless exploration of form and style, and the skill and vision necessary 
to merge an unbending tradition with a wild contemporary spirit.
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kAMBIZ
 DERAMBAKHSH

KaMBiZ deraMBaKhSh
MEYGOUN, 2015

Acrylic on canvas, 100  x 100 cm

Kambiz was born in 1942 in Shiraz, iran. he studied in Tehran Fine 
arts Faculty and has been publishing his cartoons and caricatures 
in many well-known local and international newspapers and 
magazines for 60 years. honors and awards: Grand Prizes and gold 
medals of Japan, Germany, italy, Switzerland, Belgium, Turkey, 
Brazil, Yugoslavia exhibitions and some other honors and awards.

Kambiz has also sat as a juror for a number of international cartoons 
exhibitions. he realized as many as 50 individual and group exhibitions in 
iran and abroad. he has taught the art of caricature in Tehran University.

Many arts centers, galleries and arts museums throughout the 
world have bought his works for exhibitions. Kambiz derambakhsh 
has published many books on illustration and caricature in 
iran and abroad. in april 2013 his first book was published in 
France ‘The World is my home’ (editions Michel Lafon)

Kambiz derambakhsh received the Chevalier of the 
Legion of honor Medal during a ceremony held at 
the embassy of France in Tehran in 2014.

The medal, which is the highest decoration awarded by the French 
government, was presented to derambakhsh by French ambassador 
Bruno Foucher during a ceremony at his residence in Tehran.

derambakhsh is the first iranian visual artist to have received the award.
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MOhSEN
 FOULADPOUR

MOhSeN FOULadPOUr
MEMORiES OF A PAHLAvAN AND HiS MOTHER, 2016

Ceramic, 43 x 23 x 54 cm, unique piece

MOhSeN FOULadPOUr
QAJARi, 2016

Ceramic, 46 x 32 x 56 cm, unique piece

2006 B.a in Sculpture - Tehran 
University of art

2016 Mah art Gallery - Tehran
2014 Sabz art Gallery - Tehran
2011 Mah art Gallery - Tehran
2007 homa art Gallery- Tehran

2016  Lajevardi Foundation - Tehran 
Ordibehesht art Gallery- Tehran

2015  Mah art Gallery - Tehran 
Fereshteh art Gallery - Tehran 
homa art Gallery - Tehran

2014  atbin art Gallery - Tehran 
Seyhoun art Gallery -Tehran 
Shirin art Gallery - Tehran 
dubai art Fair

2013  haft Negah art Show-Niavaran artistic 
Creations Foundation - Tehran 
Graduates of Tehran University  
of art-Momayez Gallery - iranian 
artists Forum-Tehran

2012  art expo - Tehran 
Sareban art Gallery 
Magic of Persia’s auction – dubai Uae

2011  The 6th Sculptor Biennale – Tehran 
elaheh art Gallery - Tehran 
hoor art Gallery – Tehran

2010  dubai art Fair – Mah art Gallery – Uae 
haft Negah – Niavaran artistic 
Creations Foundation – Tehran 
emam ali Museum - Ceramic 
art Show – Tehran

2009  Ceramic Biennale – Tehran 
haft Negah art Show – Tehran 
Sculptors Society exhibition – Barg 
Gallery – Tehran 
Graduates of Tehran University  
of art-Momayez Gallery - iranian 
artists Forum – Tehran 
day Gallery – Tehran 
Mah art Gallery- Tehran

2008  The First iranian annual Sculpture expo 
Sculptors Society exhibition – Tehran 
Mah art Gallery – Tehran

2007  Sculptors Society exhibition Momayez 
Gallery – Tehran 
The 5th Sculptor Biennale – Tehran

2006  Sculptors Society exhibition 
Momayez Gallery – Tehran

2005  Graduates of Tehran University 
of art – Laleh Gallery – Tehran

eDUcatiON

grOUP exHibitiONS

SOlO exHibitiONS
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SAhAND
 HESAMIYAM

SahaNd heSaMiYaM
KHALvAT, 2014

Stainless steel, 100 x 60 x 60 cm

a large part of my practice and conceptual concerns 
explore the relationship between iranian architecture 
and crafts, and their significant spiritual symbolism. 

in doing so, i aspire to present geometry as sculpture itself, giving an 
independent structure to that which has been traditionally trapped 
on to the surface of others. Using geometrical forms reminiscent of 
Persian architectural elements and ornamentations i hope to engage 
the viewer with the historical past; connecting them to the origins 
while reproposing it in a new and fresh perspective. For example; the 
contemporary interpretation of the dome, through the use of innovative 
mediums such as plexus or UV powder not only gives mutability to 
the piece, but also explores both the internal and external spaces 
and presents the multifaceted relationship between modernity and 
tradition. a further important aspect of my work is its interactivity, which 
is encouraged by the open structures allowing viewers to physically 
engage with the forms and space surrounding it that goes against 
traditional iranian islamic architecture: often introverted and recondite. 

The aspiration is to extract and sculpt these simple and eye-
catching geometrical harmonies presenting geometry as sculpture; 
allowing the inscrutable to be accessed and admired for all its 
intricacies and grandiosity. The purpose of following this method of 
expression is to discover new forms and variations (with very simple 
structures and components), as well as to present a contemporary 
interpretation of traditional iranian geometrical shapes. 
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RAMIN
 JAMSHIDI

raMiN JaMShidi
TiMELESS TiME COLLECTiON, 2016

Bronze & steel, 20 x 23 x 17 cm

tHe tiMeleSS tiMe

Times in different parts of the planet are different. although they are a 
human convention man is now dependent on this self-made machine 
and committed to it in his everyday life. humans have created a 
mechanical existence in which the sun rises at a designated time for them 
to begin their day and to end it at sundown. But human beings are quite 
conscious that through these repetitions is the way to progress, to build 
high-rises, to expand science, technology and industry; and to possibly 
attain a more beautiful, more colorful future by their achievements; 
a future that may only be attractive for us humans, and no other.

But more attractive than the earth, its colors, the high-rises and 
the rest are the most outstanding and most beautiful moments 
beyond the planet. in the wonder of the creation of life, even 
humanity and earth are nothing compared to its infinity.

With my “apocalypse” collection some elements remained 
unsaid, and now i have tried to deal with them, more or less, in the 
current collection in the hope of taking my work even further.

ramin Jamshidi, May 2016
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LEYLY
 MATINE-DAFTARY

LeYLY MaTiNe-daFTarY
UNTiTLED, 1988

Oil on canvas, 95 x 75 cm

a significant figure in the artistic history of the Middle east, Leyly 
Matine-daftary was amongst the few artists who changed the 
historically stolid dictates of traditionalism prevalent in the region. 
in addition to establishing a personal style of modernism, she 
helped promulgate the movement, now so firmly evident in 
iran and in the arab world, which produced a great number of 
exceptional and internationally renowned female artists. 

Leyly Matine-daftary was born in Tehran, iran in 1937. her father, 
ahmad Matine-daftary, was Prime Minister of iran. after completing 
her elementary education in Tehran, she attended Cheltenham 
Ladies College and continued her education at the Slade School 
of Fine arts in London, from which she received a degree in Fine 
arts. She returned to Tehran in the late 1950s and began a career 
as a professional artist and also as an educator, becoming a 
lecturer on sculpture and sculpting at the Fine arts Faculty of 
Tehran University. in 1961 she married Kaveh Farman-Farmaian 
with whom she had two children, Kamran and Mansureh.

Matine-daftary was at the forefront of the arts in the Middle east, 
with great involvement in the Tehran Biennials - the genesis of 
the current direction of contemporary arts in the region - and 
in the Shiraz arts Festival, for which Matine-daftary created 
the public aesthetic through her iconic design of posters, 
costumes and various attendant identifying material.

Leyly Matine-daftary passed away in Paris in 2007.

her legacy of modernism and minimalism will continue to be 
one of the most significant influences in the development 
of the contemporary arts in the Middle east.
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BAhMAN
 MOHASSESS

BahMaN MOhaSSeSS
UNTiTLED, 1976

Oil on canvas, 66 x 81 cm

Bahman Mohassess was born in 1931 in rasht, iran. 
Compared by some as the «Persian Picasso», he was an 
iranian painter, sculptor, translator, and theatre director. 

as a young painter, Mohassess was apprenticed to Seyyed Mohammed 
habib Mohammedi. in the 1950s he enrolled in the Fine art academy 
in Tehran but did not attend classes. Following the fall of Mosaddegh 
in 1953, he left for italy, attending the Fine art academy in rome. 
he spent four years in Tehran between 1964 and 1968, before finally 
returning to rome. his oeuvre comprises paintings, sculptures and 
collages. he was also a celebrated translator of literary works. Many of 
his public works in iran were destroyed during the islamic revolution, 
with the artist subsequently destroying all his remaining works in iran. 

Bahman Mohassess passed away in 2010 in rome.
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MALEkEh
 NAYINI

MaLeKeh NaYiNi
AUNT JAHAN FROM THE FAMiLY ALBUM SERiES, 2013

Digital photo print, 90 x 90 cm, édition 4/10

Born in Tehran, iran.

She obtained a B.a in fine arts and photography at international 
Center of Photography in New York, 1980-1982. her first work was a 
series of color photograms that were exhibited in the US and France. 
in the previous years she has been exhibited in New York, London, 
Paris, Madrid, Barcelona, dubai and Tehran and she has been 
published in various magazines since 1983. Louid Vuitton Malletier, 
Smithsonian institution, British Museum, Los angeles County Museum 
of art, Fondation Coff, Fnac, Musée Niepce, Chalon-sur-Soan, and 
Coca Cola Corporation, all have her work as part of their collections. 

Malekeh lives and works in Paris, France. 

here they are, to start with, in black and white, staring rather 
selfconsciously into the camera. My Mother not yet in her teens but 
already sporting a chador with her little cousin in a frilly dress. Great aunt 
and great uncle, both known for their impishpranks, standing hand in 
hand and looking as though butter wouldn’t melt in their mouths. My 
three paternal aunts, dressed in their sunday best and very proud of their 
stylish hair dos. Granfather and friends seated around a table against 
a panoramic backdrop. The two young physicians (my father and his 
brother) just back from europe and on their way to play tennis. and lastly, 
my parents-to-beforming a glamorous couple on their wedding day.  
i have used computer technology as a kind of time machine to update 
my family album, to lend it more color and life, to renovate and revive 
it. By the use of anachronisms such as collaging modern stamps on the 
clothes of some of my ancestors, and by inventing backgrounds that 
are obviously out of context with them, my aim was to see them in a 
new light and to transplant them into a different time, a different place.
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FEREYDOON
 OMIDI

FereYdOON OMidi
UNTiTLED, 2014

Oil and silver paper with glitter on canvas, 150 x 200 x 3 cm

FereYdOON OMidi
UNTiTLED, 2009

Oil and silver paper with glitter on canvas, 150 x 200 x 3 cm

Born in 1967, roudbar, iran
high school diploma in graphic design in 1987, Tehran
B.a. in Painting, islamic azad University in 1993, Tehran M.a in Painting, University of art in 
1998, Tehran

2013  Opera Gallery, Paris 
(‘Universal Flags’) 
curated by hessam Khalatbari

2012  Opera Gallery , Paris 
(‘Lettres Persanes’) 
curated by hessam Khalatbari 
henna art Gallery, Tehran 
XVa Gallery, dubai

2010 henna art Gallery, Tehran
2009  henna art Gallery, Tehran 

Studio Plano Gallery, Venice
2008  Caligraphy, Fereydoun ave Gallery  

XVa Gallery, dubai
2007 Caligraphy, Fereydoun ave Gallery 
2006 Tehran Gallery

2004  Square, iranian artist’s house, Tehran
2003 Collage iranian artist’s house, Tehran
2002 iranian artist’s house
2001  iranian artist’s house Gallery,  

installation and Video art (city) azad 
designers Gallery (painting on plates)

2000 Barg Gallery, 4 Painters, 4 Gallery
1998  Fereshteh Gallery, Collection 

of plants
1996 Fereydoun ave Gallery
1995 Fereydoun ave Gallery

SOlO exHibitiONS

Member of azad University, faculty of art author of Painting Workshop (published by 
Ministry of art) Member of iranian society of Painters.
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hAMED
 RASHTIAN

haMed raShTiaN
REvERiE SERiES, 2016

Epoxy, 55 x 45 x 4 5cm, édition 1/4

hamed was born in 1984 in Tehran, he is a student of pure mathematics 
at Beheshti University, when he became familiar with sculpting. he 
enrolled in sculpting classes of “Kargahhonar” institute. That is where 
he realized,he was talented in sculpting. at the time, having studied 
at Beheshti University for 5 semesters, he felt like he had drifted away 
from what he was actually studying in university. Soon he dropped 
out and started taking independent courses at Maahe Mehr private 
art school in sculpting, history of contemporary art, philosophy of art, 
art history of iran, all taught by elite scholars of the field. after that he 
spent two years working as ParvizTanavoli’s assistant. along with other 
students of Tanavoli’s class, they formed the group Ma’koos. With 
their first group exhibition, his professional artistic career started. 

Following the theme of visual delirium in my latest projects, reverie 
explores the interconnections of ancient Middle eastern pottery and 
architecture. The work is a mixed-media installation aiming to evoke a 
sense of mystical complexity that has always been part of the culture 
and history of this region. amid the constant turmoil and unrest that is the 
face of the Middle east in the eyes of the media, reverie seeks recourse 
to the past, when the Middle east was known for its mysterious charm.
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ALI AkBAR
 SADEGHI

aLi aKBar SadeGhi
PLUS FROM THE MYTH & MATH SERiES, 1987

Oil on canvas, 45,5 x 35,5 cm

ali akbar Sadeghi born in Tehran (1937) a graduate of College of art, 
University of Tehran, has been artistically active in the past 60 years. 
as a child, Sadeghi reminisces that he would be lost in the chants of 
narrators that gave account of Shahnameh stories and bravery of other 
heroes. The lyrical, heroic world of legends is an indispensable part of 
Sadeghi’s worldview, a world whose figurative representations sometimes 
appear in old miniature paintings or more popular forms of art.

in his evocative paintings, ali akbar Sadeghi draws on the rich 
traditions of Persian art but adds to them a surreal edge that involves 
dizzying spatial manipulations and startling combinations of real 
and fantastical objects, producing kaleidoscopes of colour and 
form. a master story-teller, the varied Persian sources of Sadeghi’s 
tales range from historical Persian iconography swords, horses, 
gardens and warriors, to the compositions of archetypal iranian 
miniatures and portraits, particularly those of the Qajar dynasty.

Sadeghi’s inspiration from the cultural heritage of iran is not just aesthetic; 
the presence of Persian sagas and legends, epic poems and philosophies, 
and even the teachings of Gnosticism loom large in his work.his productions 
have undeniable links to the automatic art of dada &surrealism. Sadeghi 
rearranges subjects of his interest in a variety of media, including painting, 
graphic design, illustration and animation. From this perspective, he is 
considered a museum of iran’s visual arts of the last five decades.

he is among the first individuals involved in the Centre for the intellectual 
development of Children and the young adults, and was among the 
founders of the Film animation department. in 1991, Sadeghi was honoured 
for his outstanding achievements in filmmaking and book illustration, 
and his participation in more than 50 festivals of films and books.
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MINA
 TALAEE

MiNa TaLaee
THE COSMOPOLiTES, 2016

Mix media (MDF, wood, bronze, resin, textile), 50 x 30 x 21 cm, édition 1/3

Mina Talaee was born in 1985 in Tehran. She is a Phd candidate in art 
research. She has taught at a number of universities from 2009 to 2014, 
namely Soore University at which she was head of the Ba/ Ma program 
for handicrafts, islamic arts, arts of Book and Persian Painting. She has 
since focused solely on her artistic career and research. Beginning 
under her mother’s supervision, amineh Kazemzadeh, since young 
age, she has continued her experience and education under the 
guidance of Master Parviz Tanavoli in iran. her works which mainly 
concentrate on cultural and social conventions and challenges, 
were included in about 20 exhibitions in galleries like Mahe Mehr, 
Khak art Gallery, imam ali Museum, Nicolas Flamel Gallery, Saba art 
Gallery, Niavaran cultural center, Shirin art Gallery, etc. since 2003.
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PARVIZ
 TANAvOLI

ParViZ TaNaVOLi
HEECH AND CHAiR, 2011

Bronze, 24 x 14 x 8 cm, édition 6/9

ParViZ TaNaVOLi
TWiSTED HEECH, 2013

Bronze, 27 x 10 x 10 cm, édition 2/6

Parviz Tanavoli is one of the most influential and pioneering artists 
of the Middle east. he was born in 1937 and lives and works 
between iran and Canada. Tanavoli is a founder member of the 
Saqqakhaneh School (a school of art that derives inspiration from 
iranian folk art and culture), described as a ‘spiritual Pop art’ and is 
now considered the inspiration for progressive modern iranian art.

Upon graduating from the Brera academy of Milan in 1959, 
Tanavoli taught sculpture for three years at the Minneapolis 
College of art and design. he then returned to iran and 
assumed the directorship of the sculpture department at 
the University of Tehran, a position he held for 18 years.

his latest solo exhibitions were a retrospective held in 2003 at the 
Tehran Museum of Contemporary art and at the davis Museum in 
the Wellesley College, USa in 2015. Prior to that he had held solo 
and group exhibitions internationally. his work has been displayed 
at the British Museum, the Grey art Gallery, New York University, 
the isfahan City Center, Nelson rockefeller Collection, New York, 
Olympic Park, Seoul, South Korea, the royal Museum of Jordan, the 
Museum of Modern art, Vienna, Museum of Modern art, Walker art 
Center, Minneapolis and Shiraz University, iran, Tate Modern UK.

his key work is the calligraphic figure of heech 
(Nothingness), a recurring theme in his sculptural repertory 
which contains reference to the human figure. 
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